Love,
So influential,
Love,
So Pleasant,
Love,
So Decent,
Love,
So Treacherous...
When people get older and start to get
Boyfriends and girlfriends, it can be very
Exhilarating.
I have seen on the news, a lot of stories about
The boyfriend killing his girlfriend
One night.
The boyfriend is usually on
Drugs,
Or drunk,
Or have problems.
This has affected my life because I'm almost in
High school
And I want to be safe with anyone.
When this happens to me someday I am going to be
Smart
About
Who
I
Date.
Love,
So influential,
Love,
So Pleasant,
Love,
So Decent,
Love,
So treacherous...
This could affect anyone's life and know matter
How much you
Think
You know someone you always have to be
Inquisitive.
Some causes in this
Case
Are, the girlfriend usually breaks up with the boyfriend
And the boyfriend gets very mad,
The boyfriend might be
Drinking
And
Pressures
His girlfriend and she
Discards
Him and that get's the boyfriend
Angry.
Love,
So influential,
Love,
So pleasant,
Love,
So decent,
Love,
So treacherous...